


TestFLO
advanced test management for Jira



Deviniti

We have been cooperating with Atlassian since 2005, and we are a 

Platinum & Enterprise Solution Partner and a Platinum Marketplace 

Partner in the Ecosystem.

Our certified experts have stepped on a mission to share practical 

knowledge in implementing projects, as well as drive companies' 

business results through the use of Atlassian software.

We support both small and large businesses, and we help them at every 

stage of their development.



Flexibility to fit any test management process

TestFLO is a tool that adjusts to your process so that it does not need to change. Whether you are working in a 

waterfall, agile, a mixed model, or in a highly regulated industry, TestFLO will align, enhance, and support the way you 

work. 

Unmatched configurability

Based on Jira issues, TestFLO extends them with superpowers. Connect your test cases with an existing requirements 

management process, connect tests with defects, and get full traceability from requirement to defects. Never wonder 

again if your requirements are fully covered with tests. Check automated and manual test results in one place.

From requirements traceability to test automation



Key benefits

• Adjustable to any testing process, agile or regulated

• Traceability from requirements through tests to bugs

• Integration with any requirements management 

process

• Reusable test case repository with a tree structure

• Automated tests support comes out of the box

• Trusted by clients from many industries, including 

highly regulated ones

• Easy migration from other test management tools



Who is this for?

We designed TestFLO to meet the needs of test managers, test leads, 

manual and automation testers. Additionally, project managers and 

developers, and sometimes business analysts, benefit as well.

TestFLO’s legendary configurability makes it adjustable to any scenario. 

This is especially valued by those who prefer to shape their reality and feel 

constrained by rigid solutions. Also, those who have to comply with 

industry regulations choose TestFLO.

If you do large-scale testing with thousands of test case executions, 

TestFLO is ready to do the heavy lifting without affecting your Jira’s 

performance.



Test Managers and Test Leads

Managing teams of testers to provide high-quality products requires excellent 

insights about your tests' progress and tools to align your teams around 

common goals. We listened. Here is our response:

• End-to-end reporting from requirement through test case to defect

• Instant information about automated and manual tests’ progress

• Requirements coverage reports

Who is this for?



Testers

Patience, curiosity, creativity, and diligence are the hallmarks of good testers. 

We have built TestFLO to boost these traits with:

• Reusable repository of preconditions and test cases grouped into a tree to 

speed up creating test plans and test cases

• The ability to link test case steps to defects, commented on them, and 

provide them with their own attachments

• Support for continuous integration servers to run your automated tests 

from Jira and get their results back into Jira

Who is this for?



Project managers and developers

Having test management in one environment with all your software and 

hardware development activities benefits everybody.  Project managers get a 

full overview of all efforts, and developers can easily communicate with the 

testers and combine their work.

• Oversee all project efforts with ease and greater accuracy

• Enable the developers to see the steps to reproduce a bug

• JQL functions dedicated to creating accurate test dashboards

Who is this for?



Jira administrators

Being able to adjust TestFLO to any test process gives you the freedom to 

meet your team's requirements. TestFLO comes with a complete toolbox that 

administrators can use:

• Fully customize issue types, fields, and test workflows

• Add Views that can be embedded into your issues to show related Jira 

issues (filter result panel)

• Workflow extensions allowing automation and implementing additional 

process restrictions

• You can use TetsFLO’s extensions in other processes as well

Who is this for?



What’s the flow? 

Watch video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_0fKLKLe0g


You’ll always know what’s going on with your requirement:

• End-to-end requirement traceability

• Clear view of requirement coverage by tests

• Test cases and test plans linked with requirements

• List of defects per requirement

• Requirement-based reporting

Requirement links

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/requirements/


Organize your tests to manage them better:

• A folder structure helps group your tests

• Moving tests between folders is effortless

• Test plans created based on your test repository 

preserve the order of test cases and their structure 

from the repository

Test repository

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/test-repository/


Plan and execute your tests according to plan:

• Assemble test plans out of test repository or 

manually

• Track test execution on the test plan view

• Execute test plans in iterations

• Give iterations meaningful names to

associate them with sprint names,

builds, etc.

Test Plans

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/test-planning/


Fast creation of new test cases:

• A reusable repository of previously written tests

• A repository of preconditions

• Create your test steps manually or through 

importing them from a CSV file

• Comment your steps, attach files or screenshots to 

them, link them with defects

• For automated tests, the test case result can be 

updated automatically based on a CI server job run

Test Cases

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/test-design/


• Trigger your tests directly from Jira

• Get reports on automated and manual tests in one 

place

• Forget the need to switch between Jira and the CI server

• Save on license costs for your CI server by defining in 

TestFLO the user accounts that will run the jobs on 

behalf of others

Automated tests

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/test-automation-overview/


Get answers to your most burning questions:

• What tests for critical requirements detected defects, 

and what’s the status of these defects?

• How far are we with the tests related to my clients?

• What’s the coverage of requirements for version 1.4?

• How do test results change iteration by iteration?

• What are the results of the test plans executed by my 

team?

• And more!

Reports

Documentation

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/reporting-and-tracking/


Roadmap

Q1 2021
Report your test progress with laser precision based on 

the progress of test case steps, and enforce test execution 

orderQ2 2021
Control the queue of scheduled CI jobs with automated 

test in TestFLO and use behavior-driven development 

with Gherkin Q3 2021
Coordinate large-scale testing through master test plans

Based on our customers’ feedback, monitoring trends in test management, and our initiatives, we always make 
TestFLO better. Check TestFLO’s roadmap and do share your new feature suggestions and feedback with us.

Contact Us

https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo/latest/roadmap/
https://deviniti.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/1/group/1/create/192
https://deviniti.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/1/group/-1


Our customers



What our customers say

“A great tool, flexible and configurable enough to fit to a broad range of needs!”
   

                                                                              - Antônio Duarte

“One of the best tools for test management with advanced test structures. Also when we had some problems 
with configuration, the support helped us quickly. Thanks for your help and for a great product!”

       - Kristian Faerber

“We look forward to a long-term relationship,
our users are impressed by TestFLO’s flexibility, integration and speed.”

“The product was easy to install, configure, and get up and running producing value.”

      - Alexandrea Renn

“It's great having a product integrated with JIRA so nicely, with the ability to do management reporting on test 
progress.”

- Steve Raynes



Pricing 

SERVER

10 users

$10
per year

 25 users

$500
per year

50 users

$1,000
per year

100 users

$2,000
per year

250 users

$4,000
per year

500 users & up

Additional
pricing details  

DATA
CENTER

50 users

$750
per year

100 users

$1,750
per year

250 users

$3,500
per year

500 users

$6,000
per year

750 users

$8,000
per year

1000 users & up

Additional
pricing details

* the above prices are non-binding. Always refer to the Atlassian Marketplace pricing.

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1211393/testflo-test-management-for-jira?hosting=server&tab=pricing
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1211393/testflo-test-management-for-jira?hosting=server&tab=pricing
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1211393/testflo-test-management-for-jira?hosting=datacenter&tab=pricing
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1211393/testflo-test-management-for-jira?hosting=datacenter&tab=pricing


 
• Test Management for Jira: Zephyr vs TestFLO

• How TestFLO improved the transparency of testing at Viessmann

• TestFLO in Coders Lab

• How to create a Master Test Plan

• Testing in cycles with TestFLO

• Why requirements test coverage is key to success?

• Articles from the Deviniti blog

• Documentation

Additional materials

https://deviniti.com/testflo/test-management-for-jira-zephyr-vs-testflo/
https://deviniti.com/testflo/testflo-improved-the-transparency-of-testing-at-viessmann/
https://deviniti.com/testflo/testflo-in-coders-lab/
https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Marketplace-Apps-Integrations/How-to-create-a-Master-Test-Plan/ba-p/1146918
https://deviniti.com/testflo/testing-in-cycles-with-testflo/
https://deviniti.com/testflo/why-requirements-test-coverage-is-key-to-success/
https://deviniti.com/category/testflo/
https://deviniti.com/support/addon/server/testflo-89/latest/overview/


nina.zaradniak@deviniti.com

LinkedIn

Contact me

Book a demo 

Go to marketplace

Visit TestFLO’s 
website

Product Owner

Nina Zaradniak

mailto:nina.zaradniak@deviniti.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nina-zaradniak/
mailto:radoslaw.cichocki@deviniti.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rcichocki/
https://calendly.com/deviniti/30min?back=1&month=2020-04&date=2020-04-29
https://calendly.com/deviniti/30min?back=1&month=2020-04&date=2020-04-29
https://calendly.com/deviniti
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1220294/requirements-test-management-for-jira
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1220294/requirements-test-management-for-jira
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1211393/testflo-test-management-for-jira?hosting=server&tab=overview
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1220294/requirements-test-management-for-jira
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/apps/1220294/requirements-test-management-for-jira
https://deviniti.com/products/testflo/en/
https://deviniti.com/products/testflo/en/

